Distillation Column Process Improvements
You Can’t Prosper Without Them!

Reduce the time, cost, and complexities of your next revamp with

Omni-Fit® TECHNOLOGY

Tray and tray support designs that facilitate column revamps and performance improvements
When distillation column process improvements require radical changes to tower internals you need ....

Omni-Fit is a toolbox of mechanical engineering designs for reducing the cost and down-time of revamps. The toolbox includes expansion rings, pedestal supports, and innovative tray designs. Welding on the existing tower can be minimized or eliminated. Efficiency and capacity enhancements can be achieved by using Omni-Fit technology for your next turnaround project.

**Transform your column**

**Before**

**After**

**Omni-Fit can be used to:**

- Increase theoretical stages
- Change tray spacings
- Modify downcomer sizes or configurations
- Install multi-pass SUPERFRAC® trays
- Change tray orientation
- Eliminate welding
- Shorten turnarounds
- Replace packing
- And more

**OMNI-FIT® is a registered trademark of Koch-Glitsch, LP**

Note: The information contained in this bulletin is believed to be accurate and reliable but is not to be construed as implying any warranty or guarantee of performance.